Background
reproducibility, fine-grained dependency management, easy control over compilation options, and seamless access to cutting-edge software releases.
New information
We have made a substantial set of neuroimaging and data analysis packages -including their entire dependency stacks -available for any system using Gentoo's Package Management Standard. Neuroscientific software now usable under Gentoo includes but is not limited to: 
Introduction Neuroscientific Software Management
Neuroscientific data analysis commonly relies on a multitude of software packages, which many scientists still resort to managing manually. Across the scientific community, manual software management is a major cause of effort duplication, resource waste (Hanke and Halchenko 2011), and lack of portability and reproducibility of data analysis. NeuroDebian (Halchenko and Hanke 2012) was until recently the only notable framework for automatic software managemnet under Linux. It has met with considerable success, thus providing an incentive to make even more feature-rich scientific software management systems available to even more users.
Gentoo
The Gentoo Linux metadistribution is chiefly characterized by its FreeBSD-ports-style package manager, Portage, which conforms to the feature-rich Package Management Specification (Bennett et al. 2015) . As such, Portage packages can be used by at least two *1 other package managers: Paludis (Paludis Contributors 2016) and pkgcore (pkgcore Contributors 2016). These "packages" -called ebuilds -are short bash-like syntax text files, and contain metadata such as source code location, a brief description, dependencies, and -in case the package structure cannot be automatically understood -additional instructions for installation. This package management style makes Portage repositories extremely lightweight, and removes reposited binaries as an obligatory intermediary between users and developers. Bugs or enhancements can thus be resolved directly between the user and the source, with users able to patch local sources if they so wish, and "live" packages enabling seamless installation of the very newest upstream bug fixes or enhancements.
Portage thus eases the workflow of user-developers (which increasingly many researchers are), and encourages a more active involvement of users in the testing and development process. As a consequence, using Gentoo for neuroscience eases and improves not only the management and distribution of software, but also its development.
In addition to a package-version-aware dependency graph, Portage provides USE flagsparameters which can be used to specify how packages should be built. This fine-grained control is useful for reducing disk space footprint and memory usage, but can also -among many other things -allow administrators to select whether a package is built with static libraries or not. As package version differences and library linking are a leading factor impeding data analysis reproducibility (Glatard et al. 2015) , Portage is excellently suited to support not only software environment replicability, but also data analysis reproducibility efforts. Conversely, when optimization has a higher priority than exact result reproducibility (e.g. when developing new embedded systems) the ability to fine-tune compile-time options can be used to create very heterogeneous and specialized systems on a multitude of architectures.
Furthermore, the Gentoo Prefix project allows users of any GNU/Linux distribution -and even of some non-Linux operating systems -to set up a Portage software environment in userspace. This is especially relevant for researchers who use high-performance computing environments where they are not awarded administration rights (Amadio and Xu 2016). In many cases Gentoo Prefix may also be used as a more lightweight alternative to containers.
Approach
We tackle the advanced software management needs faced by neuroscience by leveraging the manifold capabilities of the Gentoo metadistribution and the Portage package manager. This task materializes chiefly in writing ebuilds for the most popular neuroscientifc packages and their dependencies, integrating these into the Gentoo ebuild repositing model, and testing the resulting environment in present research scenarios.
Ebuilds are reposited in directory trees called repositories, which can be enabled by the addition of a simple text file defining a small number of parameters (such as name, location, and priority) to the package manager configuration directory. In addition to the main Gentoo repository, containing just under 20.000 packages, a number of other repositories enjoy official status, and their users can rely on support from the entire Gentoo community. Of these we distribute neuroscience ebuilds via the Gentoo Science overlay (Lecher et al. 2015) , which now provides just under 1000 highly specialized scientific packages. Thus we ensure our ebuilds receive support from the broader Gentoo community, and attain a higher flexibility and responsiveness compared to the main Gentoo ebuild repository.
Results
We have contributed and are maintaining ebuilds for about 40 neuroscientifically relevant software packages to the Gentoo Science overlay. This set encompasses highly specialized software, as well as a few more general scientific packages, and a number of dependencies not previously available for Gentoo. The ebuilds for dependencies not directly related to scientific applications are scheduled for migration to the main Gentoo repository.
Our contributed ebuild set (Table 1) incorporates the top-level packages of a full-fledged neuroscientific software environment, and is decisevly broader than what a neuroscientist would commonly require for one particular research project. We use this set to seed dependency graphs in Fig. 1 . These graphs depic all of the software packages a Gentoo system would contain after the package manager is prompted to install the full contributed ebuild set. Compared to other GNU/Linux distributions, these graphs are notably small, showcasing Gentoo's capacity to create powerful, fully featured, but lightweight systems. Neuroscientific research and teaching was performed on Gentoo platforms using our ebuilds on at least 4 physical machines and over 100 virtual machines by at least 40 students and researchers at least at 4 academic institutions. The testing process demonstrated the usability of our software management solution, and illustrated areas which could most benefit from improvement, notably the ease of distribution for base Gentoo systems. Dependency graphs with hierarchical edge bundling, depicting packages as vertices and dependency relationships as edges. The graphs are seeded by the ~40 packages which we maintain and have contributed to the Portage environment primarily for neuroscience use. Graph (a) covers the set's entire non-optional dependency stack, and totals ~550 packages. Graph (b) covers the set's entire dependency stack, including all optional dependencies, and totals ~3500 packages. The seed packages and their dependency relationships are highlighted in green. Dependencies provided by the Gentoo Science repository and their dependency relationships are colored purple. Dependencies provided by the main Gentoo repository and their dependency relationships are colored purple-tinted gray. The graph shows a tight clustering of neuroscientific Python packages, indicating the infrastructure cohesiveness and application diversity of scientific Python. The graph shows that Portage neuroscience packages make use of ~20 lower-level packages from Gentoo Scienceillustrating the benefit of integrating scientific software management across disciplines. It is also notable that this graph includes deep Haskell and TeX dependency stacks -which are pulled in by DataLad (Halchenko et al. 2016) and PythonTeX respectively. Both of these packages are very optional; PythonTeX in particular would only be required if the system were designed to support re-executable publications (Poore 2015) . This is a theoretical system make-up, and in practice a Gentoo neuroscience data analysis system may be even more lightweight. The figures were generated with DeGraVi (Christian 2017), which makes considerable use of the graph-tool module (Peixoto 2014) .
a: Minimal (excluding all optional features) dependency graph of the contributed neuroscience package set. b: Maximal (including all optional features) dependency graph of the contributed neuroscience package set.
Conclusion
We have made a comprehensive set of neuroscientific software packages available for the wide family of Gentoo distributions and derivatives. Via Gentoo-prefix, these neuroscientific software packages are, in fact, also accessible to users of many other operating systems.
Having demonstrated the feasibility of Gentoo for neuroscientific research we seek to further improve the system, by augmenting packaging with outstanding issues, and compiling a detailed overview of the easiest ways to obtain a base Gentoo distributiontailored to popular research usage scenarios.
Endnotes
As a metadistribution, Gentoo consists of a collection of tools allowing users to create their own distributions -of which many have emerged and some have gained significant popularity in their own right: Sabayon, Calculate Linux, and Kogaion -just to name a few. These are distinct from Gentoo derivatives, for which Funtoo and ChromeOS would be better examples. (All of these platforms, however, can benefit from neuroscience software management solutions designed for Gentoo.)
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